Grant Elementary - 4th Grade - Enrichment Opportunities
Week of April 20, 2020
Reading

Writing
20-30 minutes
per day

20-30 minutes, twice a day
1: Reading for learning
2: Reading for pleasure
Reading for Learning (20
mins)

Self-selected writing time:
●

Mon

Focus on TRADITIONAL
LITERATURE

April

20

Daily writing prompt:
Don’t forget your
introduction, details to
support your thinking,
conclusion and
punctuation.
Your goal is to write at
least 3 paragraphs: each
paragraph should have at
least 3-5 sentences each:
an introduction (with hook
and thesis), a body
(supporting your thesis
with details) and a
closing).

Watch videos below to
understand the different types
of Traditional Literature:
Folktales, Legends & Myths
Folktales, Fairytales & Fables
*All books on GetEpic have
been assigned to you already.
Read the book, “The Tortoise
& The Hare” from GetEpic
then take the quiz that follows
the story.

What would you do in
gym if you were the gym
teacher? Write your ideas
and give details. What
activities would you do?
How would you help
students who had a hard
time doing those
activities? How would you
teach good sportsmanship
to the class?

Math
20-30 minutes
per day
Practice math facts
Flash cards
Games
Websites

Today’s Math Problem:
Solve the daily math problem here
Try to solve the B
 ig Kid Problem that
matches the story. For a challenge, try to
solve The Sky’s The Limit problem when
there is one.
Free Choice Math:
eSpark Learning | Differentiated Reading & Math
Activities
Play Prodigy
BrainPOP Jr.
Log in: NoSchool, Password: LEARN2020

Physical Activities,
Creative Art, Music, At
Home Activities
20-45 minutes
Art
A mosaic is an ancient
artwork that was created
from glazed ceramic or clay
tiles that are pressed into
wet plaster or cement to
create a picture or image.
Mosaics were often used to
decorate furnitures,
buildings and houses. Let’s
make one!
Dolphin Mosaic Instructions

Share your learning, tell
someone in your home, or even
to your pet!
Reading for Pleasure (20
mins)
- Read something you
WANT to read
- Read before bedtime
- Read something that
interests you from
GetEpic! or home

Tue

Reading for Learning (20
mins)
Focus on Traditional
Literature

●
●

April

21

Read the book “Thor & Loki
and the Land of Giants” from
GetEpic then take the quiz
that follows the story.

●

Share your learning, tell
someone in your home, or even
to your pet!

●
Reading for Pleasure (20
mins)
● Read something you
WANT to read
● Read before bedtime
● Read something that
interests you from
GetEpic! or from home

Write in a daily journal
Date the page and
document what your
family did for the Easter
holiday, spring break, or
another spring holiday?
Even though this is your
journal, your goal is to
write at least 3
paragraphs: each
paragraph should have at
least 3-5 sentences each:
an introduction (with hook
and thesis), a body
(supporting your thesis
with details) and a
closing).
This is your journal, write
what feels right. Your goal
is to be writing for 20 - 30
minutes.

Practice math facts

Music

Flash cards
Games
Websites

Explore sound with glasses of
water.

Today’s Math Problem:
Solve the daily math problem here
Try to solve the B
 ig Kid Problem that
matches the story. For a challenge, try to
solve The Sky’s The Limit problem when
there is one.
Free Choice Math:
eSpark Learning | Differentiated Reading & Math
Activities
Play Prodigy
BrainPOP Jr.
Log in: NoSchool, Password: LEARN2020

Fill 4 glasses with different
levels of water. You can even
add food coloring to the water
if you like. Tap the glasses with
a spoon. Notice the different
sounds each glass makes.
Try tapping the glasses with a
wooden spoon. How does the
sound change? Compose a
song using the glasses and
share with someone at home.
Music Shakers
Make music shakers with a
plastic Easter egg or an empty
water bottle. Partially (about
halfway) fill the egg or bottle
with popcorn seeds, rice, dry
beans, or beads. If using the
egg, seal the seam with duct
tape or electrical tape. Now,
click on the following link to

use those shakers! Music
Shakers

Wed

Reading for Learning (20
mins)
Focus on Traditional
Literature

●

Don’t forget your
introduction, details to
support your thinking,
conclusion and
punctuation.

April

22
Earth
Day

Read the book “The Fox’s
Kettle” from GetEpic then
take the quiz that follows the
story.

Reading for Pleasure (20
mins)
- Read something you
WANT to read
- Read before bedtime
- Read something that
interests you from
GetEpic!,

●
●

Thu
April

Focus on Traditional
Literature

23
Read the book “The 12 most
Amazing American Myths &
Legends” from GetEpic then
take the quiz that follows the

Practice math facts
Flash cards
Games
Websites

Today’s Math Problem:
Solve the daily math problem here

Share your learning, tell
someone in your home, or even
to your pet!

Reading for Learning (20
mins)

Daily writing prompt:

Gym
Here is a document from
Mrs. Mulkiten with lots of
ways to get moving!
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
RESOURCES March & April
2020.docx

Today is EARTH DAY:
What are some things
you can reduce, reuse,
or recycle in your own
life to help the earth?

Try to solve the B
 ig Kid Problem that
matches the story. For a challenge, try to
solve The Sky’s The Limit problem when
there is one.

Your goal is to write 3
paragraphs: each
paragraph should have at
least 3-5 sentences each:
an introduction (with hook
and thesis), a body
(supporting your thesis
with details) and a
closing).

Free Choice Math:

Write in a daily journal

Practice math facts

Media

Flash cards
Games
Websites

Non-tech: Think about what

Date the page and
document what have you
been doing to keep
yourself busy that is
DIFFERENT than what
you have already been
doing? (maybe you built a
fort in your house, learned
a new skill like baking, put
on a play for your parents,

Here is this week’s activity:
Suggested Gym Activities

eSpark Learning | Differentiated Reading & Math
Activities
Play Prodigy
BrainPOP Jr.
Log in: NoSchool, Password: LEARN2020

Today’s Math Problem:
Solve the daily math problem here
Try to solve the B
 ig Kid Problem that
matches the story. For a challenge, try to
solve The Sky’s The Limit problem when

makes a book interesting and
fascinating to you as a reader.
What kinds of books do you
enjoy reading? Do you prefer
fiction or nonfiction books?

story.
Share your learning, tell
someone in your home, or even
to your pet!
●

Reading for Pleasure (20
mins)
- Read something you
WANT to read
- Read before bedtime
- Read something that
interests you from
GetEpic!,

●

had an indoor “snowball
fight” with all the white
socks in the house rolled
into balls, or anything
else).

there is one.

Even though this is your
journal, your goal is to
write at least 3
paragraphs: each
paragraph should have at
least 3-5 sentences each:
an introduction (with hook
and thesis), a body
(supporting your thesis
with details) and a
closing).

Play Prodigy

This is your journal, write
what feels right. Your goal
is to be writing for 20
minutes.

Do you have a favorite books
series, author, genre, etc?

Free Choice Math:
eSpark Learning | Differentiated Reading & Math
Activities

BrainPOP Jr.
Log in: NoSchool, Password: LEARN2020

Discuss with a loved one some
books and topics that you
enjoy reading about in fiction
and nonfiction books. Make
sure you include some reasons
why you love that series,
author, genre, topic, etc?
Tech: You have two choices.
1. Using Abdo Digital, search
for books using your favorite
genres, subjects, grade level,
etc.
abdodigital.com
no username or password
required
2. Using Capstone Interactive
books, choose an interesting
book to read and discuss a few
things that you enjoyed about
that book with a loved one.
*Link*:
www.mycapstonelibrary.com
login: continue
password: reading

Fri

Reading for Learning (20
mins)
Focus on Traditional
Literature

April

24

Read the book “The Legend
of the Sleeping Bear” from
GetEpic then take the quiz
that follows the story.
Share your learning, tell
someone in your home, or even
to your pet!

Reading for Pleasure (20
mins)
- Read something you
WANT to read
- Read before bedtime
- Read something that
interests you from
GetEpic!,

●

Daily writing prompt:
Make sure to include all
the parts of a letter.
Parts of a letter
Write a letter or an email
to a worker at your
school other than your
teacher. Write what you
notice about them, their
job, and the things they
do for our school that
you are thankful for.
● You can mail this
to the school if
you like and
address it directly
to this worker, or
look up their email
address on the
school staff list on
Grant’s website
and send it there.
● Even though this
is a letter, your
goal is to write at
least 3
paragraphs: each
paragraph should
have at least 3
 -5
sentences each.

Practice math facts
Flash cards
Games
Websites

Today’s Math Problem:

Extra Fun:
Looking for More? Scholastic has a
great website with activities to enrich
your learning

Solve the daily math problem here

Join Dave Pilkey Daily to learn more
about his books during April

Try to solve the B
 ig Kid Problem that
matches the story. For a challenge, try to
solve The Sky’s The Limit problem when
there is one.

It is Earth Day this week! Take some
time to take of the earth.

Free Choice Math:
eSpark Learning | Differentiated Reading & Math
Activities
Play Prodigy
BrainPOP Jr.
Log in: NoSchool, Password: LEARN2020

Earth Day Read Alouds:
One Plastic Bag
Tree Lady
A video about taking care of the earth!
Earth Day
Climate Change for Kids
Life of a Water Bottle

